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First lecture delivered to approximately 150 students at Xuhui Campus

Introduction
On April 25th, 2015, I traveled to Shanghai, China to conduct research as part of a project
begun in 2014, to further Vancouver Island University’s relationship with Lixin University of
Commerce, and to build my own personal awareness and understanding of China. It was a
brief trip, all of 8 days, but most successful.
The highlights of the trip were:
●
●

successfully completed research (surveys, interviews with students and teachers, class
observations) in collaboration with former Lixin visiting professor
delivered two lectures to packed lecture halls
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●
●
●

developed 
guanxi (professional connections) 
with numerous Lixin University faculty
built new connections with VIU Management Faculty teaching at Lixin University
had the opportunity to explore Shanghai and better understand the dynamics of China in
2015

My itinerary was developed in consultation with Hongping and Dean Chen:
Sat., April 25 -- flew from Vancouver to Shanghai
Sun., April 26 -- arrived in Shanghai, picked up by Hongping Zhang (previous visiting Lixin
professor at VIU)
Mon., April 27 -- toured the Xuhui campus; met the Dean of Management; interviewed 3
teachers; observed 2 classes; explored Shanghai alone in evening
Tue. , April 28 -- Xuhui campus -- observed 1 class; interviewed 2 teachers; conducted focus
group with 3 students; delivered lecture to 100 students; Chinese fancy dinner with
Lixin and visiting VIU management teachers
Wed., April 29 -- Songjiang campus -- toured a classical Chinese garden, toured the university
campus; delivered second lecture to students; conducted survey of students
Thur., April 30 -- tabulated data from surveys; overnight tour with Lixin and VIU teachers of
Chinese water town of Wuzhen
Fri., May 1 -- returned to Shanghai -- independently explored the city in evening
Sat., May 2 -- independently explored Shanghai -- full day -- lots of photos
Sun, May 3 -- flew back to Canada

One of the parks visited
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The Research

tabulating data from surveys in the faculty lounge

In spring 2014 I began a research project to investigate international student engagement with
technology. At that time in the Faculty of Management there was a visiting professor from Lixin
University of Commerce in Shanghai, Hongping Zhang, and we were introduced. I suggested
she help me with my research project as it would provide her with useful insights into the North
American academic research process. And so between March and July 2014 we collaborated in
getting a research proposal accepted by VIU’s ethics board, conducting paper and online
surveys of VIU students, and conducting interviews and a focus group. When she returned to
China in summer 2014, it was with the notion of continuing this research at her University in
the subsequent year. And so we did.
Hongping and the Dean of the management faculty at Lixin’s Xuhui campus arranged a very
busy itinerary for me during my eight days in China. This is the research we accomplished:
●
●
●
●

We interviewed six teachers
We observed three classes
We conducted a focus group with three students
We collected surveys from 215 students

I am using my professional development time this summer to organize and analyze this data,
and along with the data collected in 2014 produce a report and/or paper that should help faculty
at VIU better teach Chinese and international students by understanding how they engage with
technology in learning.
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Building Awareness and Connections

our cross-cultural tour in Wuzhen
It was 1996 when I was last in China, so this trip afforded me the opportunity to see first hand
the changes that have occurred since then, and build a better understanding of the country and
culture that provides about a third of VIU’s international student body. In 1996, Shanghai had
but one subway line; today there are 11 with more to come.
In addition to my own awareness building, I was able to build greater awareness of VIU and
Canada among students and teachers at Lixin University.

Lixin University put on a posh spread for the VIU teachers one evening
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I delivered two lectures to students -- one at the Xuhui campus, and one at the Songjiang
campus. These lectures were also an opportunity to collect surveys from students. I was asked
to speak for an hour and a half, which I found rather intimidating. I kept it to a more
reasonable one hour, with time for questions after. Lixin students planning to study at VIU in
2015 were encouraged to attend.

I found this poster both flattering and intimidating.

The first lecture was entitled “Successful Principles of University Writing in Canada”. The slideshow can
be viewed online
here.
The second lecture was entitled “Canadian Culture and Education”. The slideshow can be viewed online
here.
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The newer campus of Lixin
University of Commerce is located
in Songjiang University Town on
the outskirts of Shanghai. Some
Lixin teachers teach at both
campuses.
The main library is impressive, a
little like the Roman Colosseum
and Vancouver’s public library
blended.


Inside the library, it is not so unlike ours at VIU,
except there is minimal technology and collaboration
and it is soooo quiet.
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Who’d have thunk it. I spent an hour here as well.

All the classrooms have the
requisite computer and projector
for PowerPoint presentations.
This room was unusually long.
Lixin students, like VIU students,
took notes, glanced at mobile
devices, or battled drowsiness

The Lixin University faculty lounge included
free espressos, a lounge conducive to card
playing, a karaoke and dance room, and a
pool room.
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Conclusion

Selfie proof I was there.
My time to leave China came too soon. I left on Sunday afternoon and I arrived back in
Nanaimo late in the afternoon of the same day, dropped by my office for a couple of hours to
prepare for an ESL class I had to teach the next morning. There was no opportunity for jet lag
at either end of this most rewarding trip.
Accomplishments:
●
●
●
●

I gained a better understanding of the learning experience of Chinese university
students, particularly in terms of their interaction with technology.
Collaborated with former visiting Lixin scholar, Hongping Zhang, and completed the
research I planned to conduct, and
Opened Chinese students’ eyes to Canada, and Canadian education and learning
Strengthened the relationship between VIU and Lixin University, and between teachers
and teachers

There will be students and faculty from Lixin University of Commerce coming to VIU for
autumn semester 2015, and I plan to connect with and support them while they are here.
I hope that this trip is not a one off, and that I am able to return in the near future in some
educational capacity.
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More photos …

Such a photogenic city.

I nearly wore out my camera during my wanderings.

Touring a park in Songjiang, I
encountered this unusual wall and
relief. I was most curious about its
meaning. I asked, Hongping
translated.
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Wuzhen water town, with one of many moon bridges.

From a poster in a hall of the university.

The Chinese government’s theme since 2013
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On the Bund at night, looking across at Pudong

Lines, lines, lines.
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I did not follow any strangers to the fun places (curious though about where there were?


I
was astounded to find this subway car on
the Shanghai metro empty at 8 A.M. on
Saturday morning. In fact, in this city of 14
million people, one can find quiet times and
empty places, such as early in the morning and
later in the evening.
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This I remembered from my trip to China in
1996. One cannot visit China without visiting
the public parks early in the morning, or in
the evening. The variety of ages and
activities is astounding. I was so happy to
see that this part of China is still strong and
vibrant.
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